Multiple object tracking(MOT) has many applications in different life scenes, such as autonomous driving and traffic management. A novel approach to object predictive tracking, which is based on the Multiple centroid, is proposed in this paper to overcome the problems of occlusion, scale changes and shape, which cause the situation to lose object. Firstly, we formulate the MOT problem as decision making in Markov Decision Processes, where the lifetime of an object is modeled with a Markov Decision Process. Secondly, the object region is selected as the tracking region in the video to initialize the tracking process. Several image sampling segments are made ready for counting the initial pixels with the gray of a continuous gradient features pixels, which have the same gray-scale changes in intensity, and the discrete pixel group centroid(center centroid and edge cen-troid) coordinate is fitting for a time-domain trajectory curve. Edges of spectrum and track of spectrum are calculated by the time-domain trajectory curve. thirdly, we also model the lifetime of every centroid of every object with a Markov Decision Process. Finally, we compare both states and spectrum of each centroid and find the best trajectory. We conduct experiments on the MOT Benchmark[1] to verify the effectiveness of our method.
INTRODUCTION
Multiple object tracking is one of the hot topics in the field of computer vision. It is a technology used to object identification, object location information extraction and analysis, object motion tracking from the image signal in real time. It has a very wide range of application in military industrial, security, and other fields; the development prospects are bright. Object motion randomness and complexity exist in the real environment, so its theoretical and applied research has some challenging. At present, there are still many problems to be resolved [2, 3] . In order to resolve ambiguities in associating object detections and to overcome detection failures, most of these recent works [4, 5, 6, 7] process video sequences in a batch mode in which video frames from future time steps are also utilized to solve the data association problem.
Recently, there is a trend on learning to track that advocates the concept of injecting learning capabilities to MOT [8, 9] . Based on their learning schemes, we can categorize these methods into offline-learning methods and online-learning methods. In offline-learning, learning is performed before the actual tracking takes place. For instance, use super-vision from ground truth trajectories offline to learn a similarity function between detections and tracking for data association. As a result, offline learning is static: it cannot take into account the dynamic status and the history of the target in data association, which is important to resolve ambiguities, especially when it needs to reassign missed or occluded objects when they appear again. In contrast, online-learning conducts learning during tracking. In multiple object tracking, problems are found such as too much time consuming in data processing and track loss of complex background. To elevate these problems, the multiple centroid theory of moving object was proposed in this work, concepts and definitions are given, and object tracking process based on multiple centroid is described.
II. MULTIPLE CENTROID
The first concern is tailing problem of object motion in space. Assuming that the moving object is expressed by rectangle template, denoted as M, the lengths of the template are 2a and 2b. In three-dimensional coordinate system (x, y, z), the tailing trajectory of rectangle template centroid is calibrated at time t the time-domain function of centroid trajectory ε is defined as ε = τ (x, y, z, t), and also at time-domain function l = v(x, y, z, t)represents the edge entroid trajectory l. The rectangle template is described by M x,y,z,t , after a moving time of Δt, the template is M x,y,z,t+Δt . Centroid during time Δt moves along the function ε from template M x,y,z,t+Δt to M x,y,z,t+Δt' . After the moving, the left vertical lines of two templates are overlap. The relevant definitions and concepts are given as follows. The model diagram is shown in Figure 1 .
FIGURE I. MODEL CHART

A. Definition 1
In spatial domain, the vector between two centers of mass is defined as spatial vector, denoted as 3, the modulus of spatial vector is 3.
B. Definition 2
In frequency domain ξ, the vector between two centers of mass is defined as frequency vector, denoted as , and the modulus of it is | |.
C. Definition 3
Precedent impact strength of moving target is assumed as ω, where ω = Δ /Δt.
D. Definition 4
Centroid motion of the center of gravity formed the periodic tailing trajectory spectrum, it is defined as space spectrum, denoted by ξ. By Fourier transform time-domain orbit ε of centroid obtains frequency domain spectrum, it can be used to represent ξ:
E. Definition 5
Centroid motion of each edge formed the periodic (uniform or non-uniform) tailing trajectory spectrum, it is defined as edge spectrum, denoted by ψ. By Fourier transform time-domain orbit l of edge centroid obtains frequency domain spectrum, it can be used to represent ψ:
Where i represents the number of edge center of mass, and i ∈ [0,4ab], j = , and u,v,r are spectrum vectors, among them
F. Definition 6
The frequency which changes continuously and flexibly in space spectrum and edge spectrum is defined as soft feature, denoted by T. The value range of T is the differentiable range of space spectrum ξ(u,v,r) and edge spectrum ψ t (u,v,r): 
III. MARKOV DECISION PROCESS
In our framework, the lifetime of a target is modeled with a Markov Decision Process (MDP). The MDP consists of the tuple (S,A,T(·),R(·)):
 The target state s ∈ S encodes the status of the target. 
A. States
We partition the state space in the target MDP into four subspaces, i.e., S = SActive ∪ STracked ∪ SLost ∪ SInactive, where each subspace contains infinity number of states which encode the information of the target depending on the feature representation, such as appearance, location, size and history of the target. Figure 2 illustrates the transitions between the four subspaces. "Active" is the initial state for any target. Whenever an object is detected by the object detector, it enters an "Active" state. An active target can transition to "Tracked" or "Inactive". Ideally, a true positive from object detector should transition to a "Tracked" state, while a false alarm should enter an "Inactive" state. A tracked target can keep tracked, or transition to "Lost" if the target is lost due to some reason, such as occlusion, or disappearance from the field of view of the camera. Likewise, a lost target can stay as lost, or go back to "Tracked" if it appears again, or transition to "Inactive" if it has been lost for a sufficiently long time. Finally, "Inactive" is the terminal state for any target, i.e., an inactive target stays as inactive forever.
B. Actions and Transition Function
Seven possible transitions are designed between the states of a target, which correspond to seven actions in our target MDP. Figure 2 illustrate these transitions and actions. In the MDP, all the actions are deterministic, i.e., given the current state and an action, we specify a new state for the target. For example, executing action a4 on a tracked target would transfer the target into a lost state, i.e., T(sTracked,a4) = s Lost .
C. Reward Function
In our MDP, the reward function is not given but needs to be learned from training data, i.e., an inverse reinforcement learning problem [10] , where we use ground truth trajectories of the targets as supervision.
IV. POLICY
In MDP, a policy π is a mapping from the state space S to the action space A, i.e., π : S → A. Given the current state of the target, a policy determines which action to take. Equivalently, the decision making in MDP is performed by following a policy. The goal of policy learning is to find a policy which maximizes the total rewards obtained. In this section, we first describe our policies designed for the Active subspace and the Tracked subspace, then we present a novel reinforcement learning algorithm to learn a good policy for data association in the Lost subspace.
A. Policy in an Active State
In an Active state s, the MDP makes the decision between transferring an object detection into a tracked or inactive target to deal with noisy detections. This decision making can be considered to be a preprocessing step before tracking. Strategies such as non-maximum suppression or thresholding detection scores are usually used. In our implementation, we train a binary Support Vector Machine (SVM) [11] offline to classify a detection into tracked or inactive using a normalized 5D feature vector ΦActive(s), i.e., 2D coordinates, width, height and score of the detection, where training examples are collected from training video sequences. This is equivalent to learning the reward function in Active:
B. Policy in a Tracked State
In a Tracked state, the MDP needs to decide whether to keep tracking the target or to transfer it into a lost state. As long as the target is not occluded and is in the camera's field of view, we should keep tracking it. Otherwise, it should be marked as lost. This decision making is related to the goal of single object tracking in the literature [12, 13, 14, 15] . Inspired by these works, we build an appearance model for the target online and use it to track the target. If the appearance model is able to successfully track the target in the next video frame, the MDP leaves the target in a tracked state. Otherwise, the target is transferred to a lost state. Our framework is general to utilize different approaches in building the appearance model. We describe our implementation based on the TLD tracker [14] in this work. This is equivalent to learning the reward function in Tracked:
C. Policy in a Lost State
In a Lost state, the MDP needs to decide whether to keep the target as lost, transition it to a tracked state, or mark it as inactive. We simply mark a lost target as inactive and terminate the tracking if the target has been lost for more than T Lost frames. The challenging case is to make the decision between tracking the target and keeping it as lost. We treat it as a data association problem: in order to transfer a lost target into a tracked state, the target needs to be associated with one of the detections from the object detector, otherwise, the target is kept as lost. This is equivalent to learning the reward function in Lost: VI. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS Figure 4 shows the tracing effect of three moving persons. In this figure, there are some illustrations with representative results of continuous video tests. With different shooting angles,feather occlusion is produced when three objects in the test(NO.187, No.295). As the three moving objects merge a whole object visually, when edge separating of objects appears, High-dimensional Statistical Measure(HSM) and Probabilistic Fusion(PF) tracking algorithm of object occlusion proposed in [16, 17] lose the objects. With the algorithm of precedent predication tracking based on soft feature put forward in this paper, discrete convolution effect of precedent impact strength is considered in the process of tracking, so locations of the moving objects are tracked and predicted accurately in the case of object occlusion(NO.179,NO.306). Table 1 shows our tracking performance on the test set, where we compare our tracker (MDP REinforcement Learning, MDP REL) with the state-of-the-art methods tested on the MOT benchmark. As we can see from the table, our tracker improves 7% in MOTA compared with the second best pu-blished tracker, and achieves the best performance in terms of mostly tracked and mostly lost targets even though it works in the online mode. The superior performance demonstrates the advantage so four learning to track strategy with MDPs. Figure 5 shows sampled tracking results on the 11 sequences in the test set. 
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